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Introduction to the Team
Head Chair:

My name is Dora Güvengiz and I’m an 11th grader in Bilkent Highschool. I would like to
welcome you all to the ACMUN’21 as the President Chair of the Special Committee. I can assure
you that every single detail has been taken care of with the utmost professionalism from start to
finish to present you with an experience that
is enriching and enjoyable. I have attended
both national and international conferences
and being an individual that puts a lot of time
and effort to MUN with such compassion
hasn’t been easy with my busy schedule but
at the end, it was all more than worth it.
Every single conference I’ve attended has
contributed to the formation of my
personality whether it is how to argue in a
professional environment with proper
manners or preparing an academic paper that
is bountiful with information. Throughout my
MUN journey, I met wonderful that I
wouldn’t have met otherwise that those
people became a vital part of my life. MUN
conferences, for a passionate attendant, form
an individual's life with different aspects, all
at the same time. If I talk about myself for a
bit, I’m an aspiring marine biologist with a
never-ending passion for marine life and
diving whenever I get the chance with my club. I have had a weak spot for the arts ever since I
can remember where interpreting the philosophy of the artist or the meaning behind the piece of
art has become a habit that I believe everyone should pick up. I would love nothing more than to
bond with my delegates on a friendship level and for them to relax. I can assure you I will do my
very best to ensure all of you that I will contribute to creating a peaceful and safe environment for
everyone to express their opinions. I hope this conference will broaden your perspective with
having much fun as you can with new potential friends.



Vice-Chair:

Highly-esteemed participants of the Special Futuristic Committee of ACMUN 2021,

My name is Yaren Özdemir. I am an 11th grader in Arı Science High School. Before
introducing myself, I would like to welcome you all to ACMUN  as the Vice-Chair of this
committee. It is pure delectation to be classified among the successful Academic Team of
ACMUN’21 since it is blatant that the conference has been administered and conducted with
the utmost professionalism alongside the admirable work ethic to cater to all of our
participants’ demands and provide an enriching environment for all.

My MUN journey dates back to the beginning of 9th Grade when my friends persuaded me to
attend the MUN Club at my school. It is fair to say that it has become one of the most
immense experiences of my life. Having attended 17 conferences both international and
national, it has become one of those things that I grind with compassion. Every single
conference I’ve attended has contributed to the formation of my personality whether it is how
to present an argument in a professional environment with proper manners or preparing an
academic paper that is bountiful with information. Alongside the academic development, I
have spontaneously assembled with divergent people and they developed into a vital part of
my life. MUN conferences, for a passionate attendant, form an individual's life with different
aspects, all at the same time.

If I talk about myself for a bit, I’m an aspiring politician with hobbies like ballet, tennis,
singing, and boxing alongside. Having a tight schedule, I managed to form a different
perspective on discipline so I can assure you I will do my very best to ensure all of you that I
will contribute to creating a peaceful and safe environment for everyone to express their
opinions. As an extrovert, I would love nothing more than to bond with my delegates on a
friendship level while helping them develop into the best version of themselves. As the
Academic Team, we are eager to meet all of you and help you broaden your perspective as
well as your knowledge. Hope to see you all soon.

Yaren Özdemir

Vice-Chair of the Special Futuristic Committee

Introduction

With the rise of new technological developments, our knowledge of AI, our advancements in
the area, and our understanding of the potential it has advanced with that affecting our daily
lives. The possibilities of what AI can achieve haven’t been around for very long but it has
changed and is changing our lives drastically with a long way to go. With these changes, we
are forced to adapt to certain conditions that we’re not familiar with and since the topic of AI
can divide into many branches, it can be hard for the majority to fully grasp the potential it.
AI comes with many new opportunities that can help humankind. It’s used in medical areas



along with fields concerning science and data gathering. With every great innovation comes
its downfalls which is a major issue concerning the usage of AI. There are two main ways
that the innovations of AI can be harmful and could have devastating effects which are;
supervised and unsupervised learning where supervised learning needs human assistance to
function and learn whereas, for unsupervised learning, AI develops its way of perceiving
which recognizing patterns on its own and coming up with pathways to take.  In the hands of
the wrong people, the advantages of AI can corrupt systems and balance, this may include the
spoilage of crucial data regarding countries along with weapons that can be harmful all
around. AI allows us to have some sort of control over the digital world with access to data
and programming. It can also create its products such as robots that can be used for different
purposes.

Definition of Key Terms
The definition of key terms should provide delegates with the terminology that will help the
delegates understand the issue in depth. The key terms must be underlined and in italics.

Artificial Intelligence: Artificial intelligence is a technology that is already impacting how
users interact with and are affected by the Internet. Shortly, its impact is likely to only
continue to grow. AI has the potential to vastly change the way that humans interact, not only
with the digital world but also with each other, through their work and other socioeconomic
institutions – for better or for worse.

Data: Data are characteristics or information, usually numerical, that are collected through
observation. In a more technical sense, data is a set of values of qualitative or quantitative
variables about one or more persons or objects, while a datum (singular of data) is a single
value of a single variable.

Algorithm: An algorithm is a pattern where certain data is processed in unique ways to
produce a mutual outcome that is on a level of balance.

Cluster: Any group of people or things that share a common characteristic. Data is combed
through by AI to uncover patterns and connections that humans might not readily see.
Clusters can be used to identify target segments or audiences, creating marketing
opportunities through commonalities.

Cognitive Science: The broader form of study that includes AI in addition to philosophy,
linguistics, psychology, neuroscience, and anthropology. All of these combine to learn how
the mind functions and when applied to AI, how machines can simulate human thought and
action.

Machine Learning: With the limited need for programming, machines can teach themselves.
Combining massive amounts of data allows AI to identify patterns and groupings. This could



be used to determine target audiences, decide on optimal times to send emails, or segment out
groupings for deeper engagement.

Deep Learning: In this advanced version of machine learning, computers teach themselves
with minimal programming by humans. Marketers can use deep learning to identify data and
make predictions related to how consumers might behave.

Natural Language Processing (NLP): This technology allows machines to determine what
humans are saying, whether in text or by voice. More sophisticated programs can decipher
speech in various languages, understanding not only the actual vocabulary but also pulling
out the context and more hidden meanings.

Neural Networks: Structured to be similar to the human brain, this AI model incorporates
natural language processing and deep learning to identify faces in photos and analyze
handwriting.

Semantic Analysis: A more sophisticated form of Natural Language Processing, this concept
is focused on the process of stringing words together as well as the way that language is
understood through cultural context. This could function as a help to create eBooks and blog
posts, with the potential to replace human writers or content marketers

Supervised Learning: This form of machine learning does not function independently but
requires human input. Data is presented into the machine, and a person supervises while the
the process works toward a specific outcome.

Unsupervised Learning: Requiring little or no human involvement, this type of learning
allows the machine to conclude on its own from patterns that it finds

Lobotomy: Lobotomy, also called prefrontal leukotomy, surgical procedure in which the
nerve pathways in a lobe or lobes of the brain are severed from those in other areas. The
procedure was formerly used as a radical therapeutic measure to help grossly disturbed
patients with schizophrenia, manic depression and mania (bipolar disorder), and other mental
illnesses.

Consent in Death: “End of life decisions” then are decisions to hasten death by active or
passive means (doing or refraining) taken by or on behalf of the subject. The principle of
respect for persons is always engaged in such decisions because they will be ethical only in
so far as they plausibly demonstrate such respect for the individual whose death is hastened
by them.This principle of respect for persons is a cornerstone of medical ethics and is
endorsed by the law in most jurisdictions. Both ethics and prudence therefore combine to
support it, so let us begin by considering it further



Background Information

Brief History of AI:

Artificial Intelligence (AI) is a youthful order of sixty years, which is a bunch of sciences,
hypotheses, and strategies (counting numerical rationale, insights, probabilities,
computational neurobiology, software engineering) that plans to mirror the intellectual
capacities of a person. Started in the breath of the Second World War, its advancements are
personally connected to those of figuring and have driven PCs to perform progressively
complex assignments, which could beforehand just be appointed to a human.

Be that as it may, this mechanization stays a long way from human insight in the severe
sense, which makes the name open to analysis by certain specialists. A definitive phase of
their examination (a "solid" AI, for example, the capacity to contextualize altogether different
specific issues in a self-ruling manner) is by no means equivalent to current accomplishments
("feeble" or "moderate" AIs, incredibly effective in their preparation field). The "solid" AI,
which has just yet appeared in sci-fi, would require propels in fundamental examination (not
simply execution upgrades) to have the option to demonstrate the world in general.

Toward the start of 1950, John Von Neumann and Alan Turing didn't make the term AI yet
were the establishing fathers of the innovation behind it: they made the progress from PCs to
nineteenth-century decimal rationale (which in this manner managed values from 0 to 9) and
machines to twofold rationale (which depend on Boolean polynomial math, managing pretty
much significant chains of 0 or 1). The two scientists in this way formalized the engineering
of our contemporary PCs and exhibited that it was a widespread machine, fit for executing
what is customized. Turing, then again, brought up the issue of the conceivable knowledge of
a machine without precedent for his well known 1950 article "Processing Machinery and
Intelligence" and portrayed a "round of impersonation", where a human ought to have the
option to recognize in a print exchange whether he is conversing with a man or a machine.
Anyway dubious this article might be (this "Turing test" doesn't seem to fit the bill for some
specialists), it will frequently be referred to as being at the wellspring of the scrutinizing of
the limit between the human and the machine.

The way was opened at MIT in 1965 with DENDRAL (master framework had practical
experience in sub-atomic science) and at Stanford University in 1972 with MYCIN
(framework represented considerable authority in the finding of blood illnesses and
doctor-prescribed medications). These frameworks depended on an "induction motor," which
was customized to be a sensible reflection of human thinking. By entering information, the
motor gave answers of an elevated level of mastery.

The guarantees anticipated an enormous advancement however the furor will fall again
toward the finish of 1980, mid-1990. The programming of such information required a ton of
exertion and from 200 to 300 standards, there was a "discovery" impact where it was not



satisfactory how the machine contemplated. Improvement and support consequently turned
out to be amazingly dangerous and - most importantly - quicker and in numerous other less
mind-boggling and more affordable ways were conceivable. It ought to be reviewed that
during the 1990s, the term computerized reasoning had nearly become no-no and more
humble varieties had even entered college language, for example, "progressed registering".

The accomplishment in May 1997 of Deep Blue (IBM's master framework) at the chess game
against Garry Kasparov satisfied Herbert Simon's 1957 prediction 30 years after the fact yet
didn't uphold the financing and advancement of this type of AI. The activity of Deep Blue
depended on a methodical savage power calculation, where all potential moves were assessed
and weighted. The thrashing of the human stayed exceptionally representative in the set of
experiences yet Deep Blue had truly just figured out how to treat an extremely restricted edge
(that of the principles of the chess game), extremely distant from the ability to display the
intricacy of the world.

Negative Effects of AI:

Man-made consciousness will make our labor force develop. The scaremonger features
accentuate the deficiency of occupations to machines, however, the genuine test is for people
to discover their energy with new obligations that require their remarkably human capacities.
This vulnerability and the progressions to how some will get by could be testing.

The groundbreaking effect of computerized reasoning on our general public will have
expansive financial, lawful, political, and administrative ramifications that we should
examine and plan for. Figuring out who is to blame if an independent vehicle harms a walker
or how to deal with a worldwide self-sufficient weapons contest is only a few instances of the
difficulties to be confronted.

Will machines become incredibly smart and will people, in the long run, let completely go?
While there is banter around how likely this situation will be we do realize that there are
consistently unanticipated results when innovation is presented. Those unintended results of
man-made brainpower will probably challenge us all.

Another issue is guaranteeing that AI doesn't turn out to be so capable of doing the work it
was intended to do that it gets over moral or lawful limits. While the first plan and objective
of the AI are to profit mankind, on the off chance that it decides to approach accomplishing
the ideal objective in a dangerous (yet productive way) it would adversely affect society. The
AI calculations should be worked to line up with the general objectives of people.

Man-made brain power calculations are controlled by information. As increasingly more
information is gathered about each moment of each individual's day, our security gets
bargained. On the off chance that organizations and governments choose to settle on choices
dependent on the insight they assemble about you like China is doing with its social credit
framework, it could regress into social persecution.



Current Situation:

The previous decade, and especially the previous few years, have been extraordinary for
man-made consciousness (AI) as far as how we can manage this innovation as to how we are
doing it. Some spot the coming of this period to 2007, with the presentation of cell phones.
As I detail beneath, at its generally fundamental, knowledge is simply insight, regardless of
whether curio or creature. It is a type of calculation and as such a change of data. The
cornucopia of profoundly close to home data that came about because of the adamant tying of
a tremendous segment of society to the Internet has permitted us to pass huge unequivocal
and implied information from human culture through human minds into the computerized
structure. Here we can not just use it to work with human-like capability, yet additionally,
produce further information and conduct by methods for machine-based calculation.

There have been few innovations that took over the world and are now popular due to the
high demand to implement them into everyday life. These innovations are considered to be
hybrid workplace regularities. One of them is that there are now digital workers for people,
each individually signed. Digital workers are being used mainly in first-world countries
(especially in marketing). Digital workers are being carried to carry out a business task just
like any employee, only faster and without mistakes.

Process intelligence allows workplace processes to be created visually for better analysis that
uses information from their databases. The operations are much easier to observe.

Involved Countries and Organizations

United States of America

The United States has kept their policies regarding the control of protected data and
security private however multiple attempts to get involved with the production of artificial
humans have been observed. Multiple years after the creation of the Human Genome Project
which aimed to reduce the costs of engineering and synthesize or the shorter pieces of human
DNA, the introduction of human synthesizing occurred.

The researches during the synthesizing process haven’t been rolled out to the public
however multiple nations specifically Germany, Japan, and the United Kingdom believe that
the United States traded the necessary computer software to Russian Federation with another
trade.



The Google office located in Los Angeles, 340 Main Street has been raided down and
Google has been hit by a massive global outage of Gmail, YouTube, and Google Docs last
year. Having moved forward to not work with the permanent members of the UN, these
members are unable to sign in to Gmail, watch videos, access essential documents, and
execute simple tasks on the platform on behalf of the nation.

People’s Republic of China

Being known as one of the most advanced technologies in the world, China has
openly addressed their common usage of Artificial Intelligence way before most of the
nations. China has continuously adopted the usage of lobotomy also known as leucotomy
where after the death of each individual, the subconscious of each individual including
confidential information, family history, existing functions, and the comprehension process of
each of them.

With that being said, China’s motive has been considered controversial although the
nation has specifically addressed in the Lehman Law that;

“ The misuse of the gathered information collected by any official or scientist with the use of
lobotomy has been strictly prohibited. Misuse information is considered as:

a) illegal information brokering
b) thefts of inventions
c) information regarding health, income, employment, and education
d) details about contact with the criminal justice system
e) address, date of birth
f) photographs associated with licenses and passports”

The term “consent in death” has been introduced since although lobotomy is
legalized, the government doesn’t grant permission for access unless the individual consents



for the procedure. The difference between the ones that consent and the ones who don’t have
been publicly addressed by President Lu Hao:

“ Under the beloved Lehman Law, the privacy of information has been provided by our
nation. There’s absolutely no reason behind an individual not consenting to the procedure.
Overall the ones who consent to the procedure will be benefiting from their decision.”

Multiple riots have been caused subsequently after the legalization of lobotomy since
China has been illegitimate with their inside information.

Russian Federation

Being the 8th country with the highest technological expertise, Russian Federation has
been the first country to address the usage of Artificial Intelligence to the nation. The Russian
hackers  also known as APT29 or Cozy Bear are part of the nation’s foreign intelligence
services. The people familiar with the intrusions have stated that they have previously
breached email systems in some cases.

At the current time, the hacker group is working on database security in war zones.
An anonymous individual from the Cozy Bear hacker group has published an announcement
regarding this as:



“ As a result of the lack of
enforceable legal frameworks in
conflict zones, criminals and
unrelated authorities can easily gain
unauthorized access to information
that can be used to easily gain
unauthorized access to information
that can be used to injure
humanitarian workers and other
civilians. Hence, the security of
information in conflict zones is of
vital importance to protect the
fundamental rights of the civil
population in those areas. Due to this
fact as Cozy Bear, we have created a
software system that will examine
and report each action taken near the
warzone and if there is any lack of
security on the database as well as
the fundamental rights of the civil
population in those areas.”

The government
hasn’t backfired until a new
from a German source has
been published;

United Kingdom

Unlike the other
permanent five members of
the UN, the United
Kingdom has decided to
remain silent while it has
been detected that there
have been researches on the
human genome in
Rothamsted Research,
Harpenden, and
Hertfordshire.



A Chinese media source has published this as the press of the United Kingdom
decided to remain silent;

Germany:

Being the fifth country with
the highest technological expertise,
people weren’t astonished by the fact
that Germany announced a highly
advanced form of Artificial
Intelligence.

Also being the fifth most
economically developed country,
they have decided upon a database
system to keep all the confidential
information of the government.

They have gathered the
necessary information and designed a
device that will both keep the
information confidential and secure it
from outer sources and authorities.

Japan:

As the highest technological expertise of the world, multiple nations have expected
Japan to indicate the ultimate limits of the usage of Artificial Intelligence. Later than most of
the nations, Japan introduced a chip system which allows information interchange and forms
it into a document.

The ethical value of the system is still being questioned by the locals after the
statement done by the Japanese president at the opening ceremony of the new company that
produces these chips “Astrid.co” quoted underneath:

“ To this day Japan has provided the world with many forms of technology under prestigious
firms including Canon, Casio, Fujitsu, Nikon, Mitsubishi, Nikon. Today we’re introducing
Astrid.co to the world. For the first time, the interchange of information from the
subconscious to another device has been provided by a technology. With such a huge



technology comes great responsibility. Under the Science and Technology Basic Law a new
act has been adjusted in order to determine the legality and the framework. “

France:

Like the United Kingdom ,one
of  the top technological expertises of
the world, France has also decided to
keep projects confidential . It was
considered unlikely for France to
remain silent so it has been taken
advantage of;
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